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Chapter 1729 Return of Glory!

“Either let him sink to death, or let him be reborn from the ashes!”

Wiliam continued: “I choose to let him be reborn from the ashes.”

He looked at the surrounding environment, “This is the place where his
expedition started, and it is also the most suitable place for him. It should be able
to awaken his instinct.”

“My guess is correct. Now that he is awake, it is not only a physical awakening,
but also a spiritual awakening. Now, if he can come out, he will be a warrior who
returns to the peak.”

All the people at the scene opened their mouths.

How to say this.

Severe cases still need fierce medicine?

Although successful, the process is extremely scary.
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Sect Master Qin almost fell into the belly of the sea wolf.

However, Qin Shengzhong was very careful once and asked, “What do you mean
if he can come out? You can’t guarantee that he can come out?”

Wiliam nodded naturally, “Of course. He has been in a daze for so long. Although
there is nothing wrong with his body, he is still relatively weak. To face a
stronger and stronger opponent with a weak body, or the more you fight, the
more courageous you will die. And the next generation, or accidentally entered
the gate of hell, what is there to ask about this?”

What to ask…

The people on the scene didn’t even have a temper.

How could the life and death of a sect master become so casual in Wiliam’s
mouth?

“What can we do now?” Qin Shengzhong was extremely unwilling and asked
again.
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“Of course I’m waiting here. I believe that Jiren has their own vision.” Wiliam
said.

The eyes of the people at the scene were strange, why did they suddenly feel
that Wiliam was unreliable.

Entrusting fate to luck, no matter how I think about it, I feel aggrieved.

“Okay, Wiliam, since I choose to trust you, I have no regrets to go, we’ll just wait
here!”

Qin Shengzhong’s eyes became extremely determined!

He sat down first, then slowly closed his eyes.

The domineering and fierce voice slowly spit out from his mouth!

“Father won’t come out for a day! I’ll wait for a day!”

“If you don’t come out for two days, I’ll wait for two days!”

“I won’t come out for seven days! I rushed in and killed these bastard sea wolves!
Avenge my father!”

For a while, the scene suddenly became quiet.

Everyone’s eyes were focused on Qin Shengzhong.

For the first time in history, everyone felt that Qin Shengzhong was worthy of
entrustment!

This is also the first time that everyone thinks that Qin Shengzhong is more
appealing than Qin Nuoshi!

Qin Nuoshi’s personality lies in his smoothness, comprehensiveness, ability to
manage all relationships in an orderly manner, and a teacher-like spirit.

And Qin Shengzhong’s personality lies in his sincerity and his bloody nature.

He can easily inspire everyone, unite, and surround him.

Qin Shengzhong is handsome!

Many people also followed Qin Shengzhong’s approach and sat up cross-legged.

Even some of Qin Nuoshi’s cronies sat down.



After a while, everyone at the scene sat on the ground, and even Wiliam sat down
bored.

Now, the problem comes again.
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The most embarrassing person in the audience appeared again.

Su Qingshan stood there, feeling that time had flown back, and the previous
embarrassment had returned.

He started to curse in his heart!

A group of people on horseback!

Kneel for a while, sit for a while!

I now sit or not sit!

Is Lao Tzu going or not going!

If you sit, it’s not as simple as kneeling down and kowtow before.

Didn’t you hear Qin Shengzhong say a day or two or even seven days!
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This bad place is full of dust, and the air is so filthy and foul. Sitting here for
seven days, people will ferment into stinky tofu.

But if you leave, it will be a shame.

I was clamoring to come and have a look just now, but now that I’m gone, don’t I
admit it?

The blood of a man’s head can be cut off, and this can’t be recognized casually!

Su Qingshan was a little messy in the wind at this time.

In the end, he gritted his teeth and sat down fiercely!

He thought that if Sect Master Qin couldn’t come out, he could still make fun of
that Wiliam in the end.
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And Qin Zong is mainly able to come out, no matter what, he has to find a
settlement with their sect, and the spiritual power of the Sifang Seal can’t be
squandered in vain.

The scene was quiet, only the wind was blowing.

The air seemed to freeze.

I don’t know how long it took.

All I know is that the sky in this battlefield is white and dark, black and white.

The people at the scene seemed to have entered into meditation, losing their
perception of the outside world.

Until a heavy footstep sounded in front.

Like a blast of thunder, everyone at the scene opened their eyes in unison.

When I opened my eyes, the picture I saw was shocking!

I saw a man slowly come out from the depths.

It was Qin Zhanxiong!

Qin Zhanxiong was carrying a sea wolf corpse five or six times bigger than him!

And his whole body has been dyed red by donated blood!

The blood of this huge sea wolf was still flowing, soaking his entire body in it.

And it is such a bloody picture, which is very exciting!

Sect Master Qin, come out!

This time, everyone couldn’t care about anything anymore, they broke through
the fence and ran towards Qin Zhanxiong!

Qin Zhanxiong’s body has been weakened to the extreme.

It seems like a thin string is hanging a heavy ball, and it may break at any time.

With his last strength, he smashed the corpse of the huge sea wolf to the ground!

“Boom!” A dull voice resounded through the scene.

Seeing that Qin Zhanxiong was about to fall, Qin Sheng stepped forward and
supported his father tightly.



“Father! You’re back!” Qin Shengzhong said, his eyes were red.

It seems to have gone through a miraculous cycle.

When I was young, wasn’t that what my father said every time he came back from
the battlefield?

This sentence has not been said for a long time.

Now, there is nothing strange about it.

As it should be!

It seems immutable!

“Hahahaha!” Qin Zhanxiong laughed happily while dragging his crumbling body.

“Cool! Cool! Cool!”

He said three cool words in a row, and the wildfire in his blood that fought in the
four wilds and replaced Tianmujiang was instantly ignited.

“Congratulations father! Glory is back!” Qin Shengzhong’s eyes were still red, and
at this moment, he was deeply moved.

Father is back in glory!

This time back, it’s different!

It is completely, and Nirvana has returned from rebirth!

This moment, this moment, is worth remembering in this lifetime!

Everyone, also bowed their hands to Qin Zhanxiong!

“Congratulations Sect Master! Glory is back!”

And Qin Zhanxiong continued to laugh recklessly.

He suddenly wiped the blood on his face and turned his eyes to a person! His eyes
became so hot!

“Wiliam! Go! Go! Everyone, go! Go! Don’t get drunk tonight!”
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